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ABSTRACT
Business process modelling is an essential activity for competi-
tive enterprises, as it enables documenting, analysing, improving
and automating their core processes. Several notations have been
proposed, including BPMN, service blueprints or Process Chain
Networks (PCNs). These are all graphical, intuitive notations, which
are useful for discussion and documentation, but tool support and
a formal semantics are required for process analysis. However, tool
support is lacking and formal semantics is not available for some
commonly used notations among business people, like PCNs.

To alleviate this situation, we present a modelling tool for PCNs,
and a formal semantics based on Generalized Stochastic Petri nets,
which permits analysis.We have realized our approach usingModel-
driven Engineering, and show its realization within INNoVaServ,
a modeling environment for the design of business models and
service process operations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Service design increases value by adding services to products.This
process gives rise to servitization, which develops an organization’s
innovation capabilities so that, rather thanmerely offering products,
it provides customers with complete product-service systems [13].
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One of the main challenges for companies wishing to embraze
servitization is to identify the changes required in their organization.
In fact, in their process to servitization, companies need to redesign
their business model [2].

Business models are conceptual tools helping companies to iden-
tify, understand, design, analyze, and change their business. They
describe the bases upon which firms create, provide and capture
value [9]. There are several notations to represent these models.
Some of them are oriented to provide a quick, strategic overview
of the organization, like the Business Canvas [9] or the e3Value
models [5]. Others, like Service Blueprints [3], or Process Chain
Networks (PCNs) [11] show the details of a given process.

Similar to BPMN, PCN is used by people from operations re-
search, and allows visualizing the service delivery process. Nonethe-
less, while BPMN focuses on depicting communications between
the different assets of the organization (departments, roles and sys-
tems), PCN focuses on customer-provider interaction [7]. However,
there are currently no tools supporting modeling with PCNs, or
enabling the verification and validation of PCN models, ensuring
good performance of the designed process.

To fill this gap, we propose a semantics for PCNs by means of
Petri nets [8]. Petri nets are backed by a theory supporting not
only simulation, but also analysis of structural properties, invari-
ants, deadlock, state safety or reachability, among others. More
specifically, we propose using Petri nets extended with time and
probabilities, so called generalized stochastic Petri nets (GSPNs) [1].
These support checking whether the service meets the contract, and
are able to confirm whether it operates as expected. An analysis of
the GSPN would be able to detect functional problems like conflicts,
deadlocks, and performance problems related to waiting times, re-
source utilization or probabilities of specific state conditions [1].
For its practical realization, and its integration within modelling
tools, we use Model-driven Engineering (MDE) [4].

Overall, this paper makes the following contributions: (i) a meta-
model formally defining the syntax of PCNs, (ii) a formal semantics
for PCNs based on GSPNs, and (iii) a PCN modelling tool inte-
grated within INNoVaServ, a modelling environment supporting the
combination of several process modelling notations, using MDE
techniques.

2 DEFINING THE SYNTAX OF PCNS

PCN is a service modelling technique proposed by Scott E. Samp-
son [10, 11], which allows visualizing the service delivery process
of a given service with certain level of detail. The main abstractions
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Figure 1: Deliveroo delivery process

Figure 2: PCN meta-model (excerpt)

of the language are: (i) Processes, defined as sequences of steps per-
formed by entities acting on resources; (ii) Process chains, which
are sequences of process steps with a clear objective, typically to
improve the value or the state of some entities; (iii) Entities, which
participate in a process and can make decisions about the initiation
or progress of a process chain; and, (iv) Domains, encapsulating the
set of steps that are initiated and/or controlled by an entity. Fig. 1
shows a PCN diagram for the Deliveroo food delivery process, in
which Deliveroo, Customer, Delivery Man and Restaurant are the
entities involved. Three regions are distinguished in every entity
depending on the degree of interaction between the entities: di-
rect interaction region (Dir.), surrogate interaction region (Sur.) and
independent process region (Ind.).

We use MDE to formally define the syntax of PCNs. In MDE the
syntax of modelling languages is defined through a meta-model.
This is typically a class diagram describing the primitives of the
language, their properties and relations. Fig. 2 shows an excerpt of
the meta-model we have built for PCN. A diagram (class PCNDia-
gram) is made of entities (PCNProcessEntity), which organize their
process steps into 5 regions, represented as the 5 composition refer-
ences stemming from PCNProcessEntity. Some process steps may
contain tags (class PCNProcessStepWithTags), to encode delays
and probabilities. Finally, several types of process steps are defined,
but we only show three of them (PCNStandardStep, PCNWaitStep
and PCNDoAndWaitStep).

3 A GSPN SEMANTICS FOR PCNS

Our approach for analyzing PCN diagrams relies on Petri nets.
These are bipartite graphs with two types of nodes: places and

Table 1: Transformation of PCN dependencies into GSPNs

Dependency PCN GSPN

Simple Step1 Step2
Step1 Step2

Delayed Step1 Step2
Step1 Step2

Decision
Stepno

Stepyesquestion?
yes

no

Y=p

N=1-p
question?

Stepyes

Stepno

weight=p

weight=1-p

Fork
Step3

Step2Step1 Step1
Step2

Step3

Merge
Step3

Step2Step1 Step1

Step2

Step3

Synchronization
Step3

Step2Step1 Step1

Step2

Step3

Wait Step2
wait

t wait

Step1

t

transitions, visualized as circles and rectangles respectively. Tokens,
represented by black dots inside a place, represent a concrete system
state. A transition is enabled when every input place has at least
one token. The firing of enabled transitions represents a change in
the system state. When a transition fires, a token is removed from
each input place, and a token is added to each output place.

As Petri nets lack a temporal interpretation needed for perfor-
mance evaluation, we use GSPNs. These distinguish three kind
of transitions: immediate; with probabilities; and with exponen-
tially distributed random firings. Immediate transitions fire at zero
time. Transitions with probabilities are here used to represent the
system routing rates, that is, decisions. Exponential transitions,
drawn as white boxes, account for the time that takes an activity
to complete. We chose GSPNs for two reasons: (i) GSPNs provide a
formal notation which avoids ambiguities while representing the
stochastic behaviour of systems, such as their capacity to represent
routing rates, timing, parallel executions and forks and joins; (ii)
several tools have been developed for analysis, such as GreatSPN,1
TimeNet2, WoPeD3 and ProM4, among others.

In our translation (summarized in Table 1), process steps are
transformed into places, and dependencies to transitions, either

1http://www.di.unito.it/~amparore/mc4cslta/editor.html
2https://timenet.tu-ilmenau.de/
3https://woped.dhbw-karlsruhe.de/
4http://www.promtools.org/doku.php
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Figure 3: GSPN for the Deliveroo delivery service.

immediate (for simple dependencies), timed (for delayed dependen-
cies), or with probabilities (for decisions). For instance, a decision
step with a probabilistic tag is translated into a place with two
output transitions, each one with weight p and 1 − p, respectively,
corresponding to the probability tag of each decision. Note that
some elements and tags, such as regions, non/monetary costs and
benefits, have no translation, since they are not relevant for GSPN
analysis. Wait steps are translated into a timed transition between
two places, representing the start and end of the wait step. Fig. 3
shows the result from transforming the PCN in Fig. 1.

4 TOOL SUPPORT
We have provided tool support for modelling of PCNs, and its anal-
ysis using GSPNs in the INNoVaServ5 tool. The tool facilitates the
management of business models expressed with different languages.
It currently supports five modelling notations: Canvas, e3value, Ser-
vice Blueprint, BPMN and the newly added PCN.

We extended the tool with the transformation described in Sec. 3,
implemented using ATL [6]. This way, both the input PCN model
and the output GSPN model are persisted as XMI files, represent-
ing instances of their corresponding meta-models. Nevertheless,
most Petri net tools cannot read XMI, but use PNML as input for-
mat. PNML is an XML-based standard format for storing Petri nets.
Hence, we export the GSPN models into PNML using a M2T trans-
formation. Even though PNML is a standard, most net tools use
variations of it. Thus, we created variants of the code generator for
GreatSPN, TimeNet and WoPeD.

5http://www.kybele.es/innovaserv/

5 RELATEDWORK
There are several studies comparing the PCN notation with other
process modeling notations [7]. However, as it is a notation mainly
used in the operations research community, no tool has been found
supporting this notation. The only way of defining PCN diagrams
to date was using generic diagramming apps.

There are many tools for analysis of business models using Petri
nets, but no initiative targeting PCN models. Instead, most works
focus on workflow languages or BPMN. Most notably, van der Aalst
uses PNs to give semantics to workflow languages [12], proposing
a subclass of PNs, called Workflow nets (WF-net). In a WF-net,
transitions represent tasks that comprise a business process and
places represent the conditions preceding and following the tasks.
A WF-net has a distinguished source and sink place, and requires
all nodes to lie on some path from this source place to the sink
place. The computational complexity of determining soundness of
WF-nets is high. WF-nets are supported by the WoPeD tool.

Altogether, we can conclude that both tool support for PCN, and
its semantics using GSPNs are novel contributions of this work.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we have presented tool support for modelling with
PCNs and a semantics based on GSPN. This semantics allows differ-
ent structural, functional and performance GSPN analyses (whose
details we had to omit by space constraints).

In the future, we plan to support presenting the GSPN analysis re-
sults in terms of the PCN, facilitating their comprehension. We will
also extend the analysis techniques to other notations supported
by INNoVaServ, like e3value.
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